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Abstract

This paper presents a new semantic and procedural level-of-Detail (LoD) method applicable to any rule-based
procedural building definition. This new LoD system allows the customizable and flexible selection of the archi-
tectural assets to simplify, doing it in an efficient and artist-transparent way. The method, based on an extension of
traditional grammars, uses LoD-oriented commands. A graph-rewriting process introduces these new commands
in the artist-provided ruleset, which allows to select different simplification criteria (distance, screen-size projec-
tion, semantic selection, or any arbitrary method) through a scripting interface, according to user needs. This way
we define a flexible, customizable and efficient procedural LoD system, which generates buildings directly with the
correct LoD for a given set of viewing and semantic conditions.

1. Introduction

Procedural modeling of buildings is a potential alternative
to the labor-intensive modeling task of creating urban sce-
narios [MWH∗06]. Within this procedure, a set of grammar
rules that recursively convert input symbols into final geom-
etry [WMV∗08] can generate a huge amount of architectural
geometric data. By avoiding repetitive and time-consuming
modeling tasks, we can obtain highly complex 3D scenes
with rich details, but properly controlling the amount of
geometry generated is often difficult. As a consequence, a
problem arises when we generate a large quantity of geo-
metric data. As pointed out by Watson et al. [WMV∗08], im-
proved procedural tools to automatically control both model
complexity and local model frequency would be extremely
helpful. A classic geometrical modeling solution for huge
models is to introduce level-of-detail techniques that use
quality parameters to reduce the model completely. This
simplification is usually done after the building model is
created, which can result in an unnecessary synthesis plus
reduction process.

One possible use of level-of-detail techniques within pro-
cedural modeling would be to manually introduce simplifi-
cation rules to insert different resolution assets [MWH∗06,
ESR12], but this is a cumbersome and error-prone mecha-
nism as it requires delicate manual ruleset rewriting. More-

over, in general the geometry is drastically reduced without a
smooth transition between the different discrete levels. Ide-
ally, the level-of-detail modeling system should be smooth
and work independently and be transparent to the artists,
who should be only concerned with building design.

We believe that completely integrating a procedural LoD
system into a full procedural modeling solution will bridge
the gap between the generation and the reduction process.
Our motivation is to create a completely automatic mecha-
nism to introduce level-of-detail into an artist-provided pro-
cedural building and avoid unnecessary construct-simplify
efforts. Our objective is to directly create the building mod-
els at the right LoD, without intermediate constructions.

In this paper we propose a new level-of-detail approach
suited for ruled-based procedural architectural modeling
techniques. Instead of applying reduction techniques to the
final model or setting specific reductions manually, our ap-
proach works directly on the ruleset, completely integrating
the model reduction with procedural modeling. The user de-
fines flexible criteria to simplify the model, combining both
viewing parameters and semantic criteria used to focus on
building elements that need special attention. For example,
the user can set to a high resolution all the geometry of the
door on the street side and reduce the rest of the geometry
of the remaining elements according to their proximity, or
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combine this with a viewing-dependent criterion. The key of
our proposal is treating the user-provided ruleset as a graph
and transforming it automatically to the desired LoD config-
uration. For this purpose, we define a set of new commands
that can be completely integrated in the classic procedural
pipeline. Our contributions can be summarized as follow:

• We introduce a new LoD system for the procedural mod-
eling of buildings that can be integrated seamlessly with
any current production pipelines like CityEngine [ESR12]
or the Unreal Development Kit [Epi11].
• We provide an intuitive LoD user specification for model

reduction that can easily be used by an artist without the
need to program the rules.
• We propose a programmable LoD interface where view-

dependent criteria and semantic criteria can be combined
to adapt the simplification to different requirements.

2. Related Work

LoD in Building Models

Level-of-detail (LoD) techniques have been largely devel-
oped in computer graphics since the first work presented by
Clark [Cla76] with the aim of reducing geometric complex-
ity. Two main aspects affect LoD: how to collapse geometric
elements (faces, edges and vertices) while preserving impor-
tant features, and how to define a heuristic criteria to apply
reduction [LWC∗02]. The first one is related to polygon sim-
plification algorithms, and in this paper we consider it as an
external method, that is, any available reduction technique
can be seamlessly used in our system. For the second one,
viewing criteria are often used as the heuristic to decide if an
object must be reduced, and how much. The design of good
view-dependent criteria may involve several parameters re-
lating the viewer and the object, as the distance, the object
screen projection or the object silhouette preservation, as de-
scribed by Luebke and Erikson [LE97]. In our case, we pro-
vide a straightforward way to combine any of these criteria
in a user-configurable way.

Specific works on level of detail for building models can
be found in different contexts. For cartographic generaliza-
tion, Anders [And05] proposed an approach for the aggre-
gation of linearly arranged building groups. Other works
focus on building simplification by collapsing faces from
known constructive structures as walls and roofs [RCT∗06].
Chang et al. [CBZ∗08] presented a large scale simplifica-
tion approach based on "urban legibility" intended for bet-
ter preserving understandability for complex urban spaces
at all levels of simplification. Other LoD proposals like the
CityGML schema [Kol09] differentiates between five con-
secutive LoD-levels, which become more detailed with in-
creasing LoD regarding both geometry and thematic func-
tionality differentiation. Often, these different LoDs often
arise from independent pre-made data collection processes,
and no smooth transition is allowed. However, the idea of us-
ing defined semantics for building construction may improve

general LoD approaches. In our method we include seman-
tics as a base to select the important structures that must be
preserved. Furthermore, we explore the combination of se-
mantic LoD with standard polygon reduction using different
error criteria.

Procedural Modeling and LoD

An initial proposal intended for city generation was pre-
sented by Parish and Müller [PM01] based on the L-system
recursive nature. Automatic LoD-generation is obtained by
starting from the building envelope as axiom, and where
the output of each iteration represents a refining step in the
building generation. Grammar-based procedural models for
building generation were introduced in the seminal works of
Wonka et al. [WWSR03] and of Müller et al. [MWH∗06].
Recently, some works have been proposed to generalize this
method as done for L-systems by Krecklau et al. [KPK10]
or Talton et al. [TLL∗10], seeking for more intuitive con-
trol on the generated geometry. The Unreal Development
Kit (UDK) [Epi11] provides a solution intended for artis-
tic development, based on a graph-based visual paradigm.
UDK added a specific render-to-texture command that al-
lows to manually specify a level from where the geome-
try is not generated but rendered with textures. similarly, in
CityEngine [ESR12], predefined LoD geometry can be se-
lected by manually hard-coding a switch-case scheme. Al-
though these extensions provided new possibilities, there
does not exist a generalized way to efficiently apply auto-
matic level-of-detail techniques for buildings. Furthermore,
in general the simplified geometry is manually set in the
ruleset specification, and no smooth transition could be ob-
tained from objects at different distances.

Here, we propose an automatic system that performs re-
ductions from user-provided quality criteria, without further
user intervention. Also, the system is completely adaptive:
different views of a model may use different representations.
Although our proposal is not intended for real-time visual-
ization, it can also be related with caching approaches us-
ing procedural generation. Cullen and O’Sullivan [CO11]
designed a method for procedural city generation based on
an object oriented shape grammar and a parallel geometry
cache strategy. However, as in CityEngine [ESR12], each
level is manually specified with a rule. We also use a cache
system to quickly retrieve asset LoDs already computed, but
they are chosen automatically and transparently to the user.

3. Semantic Graph-Based Shape Grammar

In traditional shape grammars, from a particular instance we
generate a hierarchy of shapes by inserting rule successor
shapes as children of the rule predecessor [MWH∗06]. We
execute this process until only terminal shapes are left. A
rule has a labeled shape on the left hand side and one or mul-
tiple shapes and commands on the right hand side, formally
expressed as PredecessorShape→ Successor. The macros
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Lot 
CreateBase : mass 

Lot 
CreateBase : mass 

mass 
Comp: facade, sides, roof 

facade 
Subdiv: bottom, middle 

roof 
Roof 

bottom 
Subdiv: floor, door 

middle 
Repeat: floor 

floor 
Repeat: window 

door 
Insert(door) 

window  
Insert(window) 

window  
Insert(frame) 

Figure 1: A graph-based set of rules (top) is used to obtain a
building model (bottom).

façade  Subdiv(y){0.1:bottom | 0.7:middle} 
middle  Repeat(y){0.1:floor} 

facade + middle + floor 

facade + bottom 

facade + middle 
facade 
Subdiv: bottom, middle 

middle 
Repeat: floor 

Figure 2: Tag labels produced by rules of the model of Figure
1. All derived products of a rule are in the hierarchy.

that create new shapes of the classic approach are: Subdiv
that performs a subdivision of the current shape into multiple
shapes, Repeat that performs a repeated subdivision of one
shape multiple times, Component split that creates new com-
ponents shapes (faces or edges) and the Insert command that
replaces a pre-made asset on a current predecessor. We can
regard the whole production process as a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG), where each node represents an operation ap-
plied to its incoming geometry stream (a link) and the leaf
nodes are the geometry assets [HWM∗10]. Figure 1 shows
an example using a visual rule model.

Our system is based on a graph-based approach, also at-
taching semantic tags to all product results of each rule, sim-
ilarly to the approach by Lipp et al. [LWW08]. For example,

Artistic 
Task 

LoD 
Configure 

Automatic 
Graph 

Rewriting 

LOD 
Processing 

Figure 3: LoD system workflow. First, the user configures
the LoD settings. Then, the graph is automatically trans-
formed and it is re-processed to obtain the reduced model.

in a building, a facade tag is produced from a component
split, and tags bottom, middle and floor are produced from
a subdiv command (see Figure 2). In our approach we keep
track of all tags used in any derived geometry. Following the
same example, the products produced by the repeat rule mid-
dle will also have their own tag and will maintain both the
facade and middle tags of their predecessors. We apply this
feature in our system to identify structures in the hierarchy
that accomplish a required tag combination.

4. System Overview

Our goal is to provide designers with a flexible generation
method that allows the use of LoD in a user-transparent way.
We design it based on three main considerations. First of all,
the possibility to select specific interesting shapes that may
be important, and where a more (or less) detailed represen-
tation would be required. Second, the possibility to simplify
any shape in the hierarchical ruleset automatically accord-
ing to view-dependent criteria. Finally, we aim to provide
the possibility of adding and combining any reduction crite-
ria in a programmable way.

For instance, if we are interested only on a single street,
we can set with a semantic label all the other buildings to
a low LoD level, and then perform our renderings with the
required quality. Moreover, in order to obtain high quality
images in an offline process, we can send only the required
geometry for each frame, avoiding to generate and process a
huge amount of polygons that are not important.

The workflow of our system is shown in Figure 3. First,
an artist designs the building model, see Section 3. Then, the
LoD reduction criteria is configured through a script accord-
ing to the user needs, possibly including view-dependent re-
quirements or even semantic labels based on the relevance of
the geometry that needs to be kept with more detail. A vir-
tual viewpoint is required if view-dependent reductions are
selected. Then, the graph model is automatically rewritten
into a new one, and the geometry-reduced model is obtained
by processing the resulting graph.

The base of our LoD system is an automatic transforma-
tion of the original ruleset. For this, we introduce three new
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commands: Focus, a semantic command that identifies and
tags all products that fulfill a given semantic combination;
ConditionalLoD, that evaluates the reduction that must be
applied to the products from a given quality criteria, and the
InsertLoD command that is responsible for the insertion of
geometry assets at the corresponding level-of-detail.

5. LoD Procedural Modeling

In this section we first describe the functionality of the new
commands, then the graph transformation algorithms, and
finally our simplification criteria.

5.1. Command Definitions

ConditionalLoD: This command introduces a flexible way
to evaluate how much to simplify the shapes (i.e., kept at full
resolution, reduced, or represented as a texture) depending
on quality criteria. In the case of reduction, it also computes
the percentage of polygons that must be kept. The shape
to be replaced is evaluated, and then the InsertLoD com-
mand (described below) applies the reduction on the geom-
etry of the corresponding asset. The ConditionalLoD com-
mand works procedurally over each product shape resulting
from a rule. As a result, different output products from the
same rule may obtain different factors depending on their
positions or orientations. We provide two main categories
for level-of-detail criteria: view-dependent and semantic cri-
teria. The second one requires the use of the Focus rule de-
scribed later in this section. All criteria are described in sec-
tion 5.3.

InsertLoD: This command works together with the previ-
ous one and is responsible for the replacement of geometry
assets at different reduction levels. It works like a switch-
case scheme according to the three different kinds of re-
placements that can be obtained. In the case case of reduc-
tion, it simplifies the geometry according to the percent-
age of polygons to keep using an external polygon reduc-
tion engine that guarantees boundary preservation. This last
property is very important in order to both maintain the as-
set shape and avoid discontinuity gaps between neighbor
assets. Any polygon simplification algorithm that satisfies
these properties can be used, as for example the quadric-
based edge collapse strategy [GH97]. Each time we require
an asset reduction, we compute it and store the resulting ge-
ometry. We also provide a cache system that reuses already
computed assets For the asset images, automatically we first
scan for all rulesets searching for each Insert command and,
for each one, we make an instance of the corresponding as-
set, scaling it to fit an unitary orthographic viewport, in order
to get a screen capture and store it on disk.

Focus: The Focus command works as a filter selecting all
products that accomplish the required semantic combination.
An example of semantic combination can be "window AND
bottom".

floor 
Repeat: window 

window  
Insert(window) 

window 
Insert(frame) 

floor 
Repeat: window 

window  
ConditionalLOD: windowLOD 

windowLOD 
InsertLOD(window) 

windowLOD 
InsertLOD(frame) 

Figure 4: Asset-level graph transforming, including the Con-
ditionalLoD grouping process.

5.2. Automatic Graph Transformation

Two kinds of transformations are performed from the se-
lected LoD configuration. On one side, when configuring
LoD criteria for asset-level geometry replacement, like a
window or a door, based on a view dependent criteria, the
graph transformation affects the Insert command. On the
other side, when we need to focus on some elements of the
building to apply a given LoD criteria depending on the lo-
calization of the focused geometry, a semantic transforma-
tion is conducted.

An InsertLoD is always preceded by a ConditionalLoD
rule in the graph, and they work together to process reduc-
tions on a given asset: the first one decides how to reduce
geometry for the further replacements done by the second.
First the new rules are created according to the configura-
tion criteria (see Section 5.3). Then, each Insert rule in the
original graph is replaced by a ConditionalLoD - InsertLoD
pair. However, if more than one rule shares the same pre-
decessors and the same input geometry, as for example the
"window" rules in Figure 1, it is more efficient to group the
rules and have a single ConditionalLoD rule. In a first step,
we identify and group all original Insert rules that have the
same predecessors and process the same geometry. Then, we
iterate over the groups to create and connect the new rules
(see Figure 4).

The other graph transformation is to focus on some el-
ements of the building geometry. An advantage of using a
semantically enriched shape grammar is that it allows more
control over all shapes in the model. This way, it is possible
to find a specific product in the derived geometry because
all tags produced can be recovered at any level in the hierar-
chy. Thus, we can build a semantic rule that operates relating
product names. The Focus command works as a filter provid-
ing a way to select all products that accomplish a given se-
mantic combination. A valid combination can be described
using any expression associating tag labels through boolean
operations. For example, locating "bottom and window" in a
building would mean identifying all windows at the bottom
floor (see Figure 5).

When using a focusing criterion, a Focus rule must be in-
serted at a specifically chosen position in the graph. First, we
perform a topological sorting algorithm in order to obtain a
sorted list of all rules. A topological sort on a DAG is a lin-
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ear ordering of its nodes which guarantees that each node
comes before all nodes which it has outbound edges. We op-
erate on each rule of the list analyzing all labels in order to
combine them, and then filter them by the already used la-
bels. With this procedure we obtain the first rule where all
required labels are set, as subsequent rules applied to that
geometry will share these labels. At this point the Focus is
created and inserted adding new labels to the products that
fulfill the semantic combination, as shown in Figure 5.

floor 
Repeat: window 

selected  
Insert(winow) 

selected 
Insert(frame) 

window 
Focus: selected 

Figure 5: Semantic graph transformation. A Focus rule is
inserted in the graph at the point where label combination
"window" and "bottom" is fulfilled (bottom, left) to select
some geometry (bottom, right).

5.3. Simplification Criteria

In this section we describe the criteria to evaluate the simpli-
fication in the ConditionalLoD command. We provide two
main categories, view-dependent and semantic criteria, each
one grouping a set of functions that can be combined using
a simple embedded application programming interface. All
the criteria return an integer keep factor, ranging 0 to 100,
that represents the percentage of polygons that must be pre-
served by the polygon reduction engine. If continuous LoD
is desired, we can simply set the keep factor to be a floating
point value.

View-Dependent: For the view-dependent criteria, a virtual
viewpoint is used to represent the camera. We have imple-
mented the following criteria:

Distance_LoD (viewpoint, prod, parms)

It evaluates reductions using the distance from the viewpoint
to the shape center. We use thresholds to set to full reso-
lution closer products (distance < minDist), and to texture
far away products (distance>maxDist). For in-between dis-
tances we use linear interpolation.

Silhouette_LoD(viewpoint, prod, parms)

We adapted the work developed by Leubke and Erikson
[LE97] for silhouette preservation when evaluating reduc-
tions. By computing the viewing cone, and an approximate
cone of normals of the oriented bounding box of the product,
we can decide whether a product is completely front-facing,

completely back-facing, or potentially lies on the silhouette.
In the last case, a higher preservation parameter is used.

ScreenSize_LoD(viewpoint, prod, parms)

Computes the factor of the shape based on the size projected
on the screen [LE97].

Semantic Criteria: Semantic criteria are used to preserve
important building structures that must have a more-detailed
representation. Here, the Focus rule described in Section 5.1
is used to point to the selected geometry. We provide the
following functions:

Semantic_LoD(sel_prod)

This is a "pure" semantic LoD that can be used as an aggres-
sive reduction strategy, returning only two keep factor levels,
keepmax for the selected (important) geometry and 0 (texture
only) for the rest. See Figure 5.

SemanticDist_LoD(sel_prod, prod, parms)

This function, similar to the Distance_LoD function, uses
the distance function to evaluate the keep factor. The distance
is computed from the product to the closest selected product.
Using linear interpolation, resulting reductions are higher for
the geometry more distant to the selected one.

Programmable Interface: All the procedures described
above can be called through a Python-based programming
interface in order to combine them and build new criteria.
The code is embedded as a script parameter in the Condi-
tionalLoD rule. We provide, this way, a flexible approach to
design model reductions. For example, the following code
evaluates the keep factor products as the maximum of a
viewpoint screen-size and a semantic distance, as shown in
Figure 6:

keepDist = ScreenSize_LoD(vp, prd, prms)
keepSemDist = SemanticDist_LoD(sp,prd,prms)
keepLoD = max(keepDist, keepSemDist)

In this case a possible conflict between the different keep
values is solved using a maximum function. The user is pro-
vided with different possibilities for conflict resolution, like
min, max or avg.

Focus: door 
View-point 

Figure 6: Combining simplification criteria. A semantic
distance-based criteria (focused on the door) is combined
with a view-dependent criteria.
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LoD User Configuration: The user-provided LoD config-
uration script is the input of our system. It describes in a
textual interface all operation criteria and parameters for the
model reduction. For instance, if a view dependent criterion
is used, it provides a reference to a camera object. If a seman-
tic criterion is used, it must provide a valid semantic combi-
nation that can be designed by selecting tags from a list of
all tags used in the model. The main three possible kinds of
configurations can be summarized as: only view-dependent,
only semantic, or a combination, as described before.

6. Results and Discussion

We implemented our system on top of the SideFX’s Hou-
dini [SES10] using its own nodes, embedded Python scripts
and external Python methods. Figure 8 shows results of ap-
plying the simplification criteria of our system to a sin-
gle building composed of 31774 polygons. A virtual view-
point was set in front of the right facade. Using the Screen-
Size_LoD view-dependent criterion, the model is reduced to
5903 polygons, which is about 18% of the full model. Win-
dows facing the viewpoint are remarkably reduced, whereas
the whole left facade, the door and more distant windows
are simplified to textures. Using the SemanticDist_LoD cri-
terion with the Focus set on the door, the model is reduced
to 5044 polygons. In this case the selected geometry is set to
full resolution while the other assets are reduced according
to the distance to the Focus. The closest had a keep param-
eter between 32% to 12%, and the more distant ones were
reduced to textures. Figure 8, right, combines both criteria,
as explained in section 5.3, to get a 9696 polygon model.

Compared to available procedural LoD solutions, we can
see that our method is completely automatic, working pro-
cedurally and independently over all products. Therefore, fi-
nal assets produced by a given rule may have different res-
olutions according to the simplification criteria, whereas in
other systems all reduced products have the same resolution
for the whole rule application. Also, our system has the flex-
ibility to combine simplification criteria for different needs.
Having more control, both local and global, is a challenge in
procedural modeling. We can include the new semantic tools
that allow the designer to progressively increase the density
of the objects close to the important structures, and decrease
the density of the farthest objects. Also, they could be used
as an efficient tool for aggressive simplification, eliminating
parts of the building that are never seen/used in the applica-
tion. Another feature is that the graph obtained for a given
LoD configuration is independent of the viewpoint, so it can
be reused for different cameras that only need to recompute
the new rules without further computation.

We applied our system to a complex urban model (see
Figure 7). The city model is composed of 1436 buildings
with a total of 17.0 million polygons. For the lowest possi-
ble level simplification, where all assets are reduced to tex-
ture, the model is reduced to only 129866 polygons, which

Figure 7: LoD in a urban model, reduction is applied using
Distance-LoD from the red ball. Texture are not displayed in
the images in order to clearly appreciate the place where the
full geometry representation is used.

is 0.76% of the whole model. We generated an animated se-
quence combining different criteria: The simplification crite-
rion was built using Distance_LoD, and an animated view-
point (red ball in Figure 9), simulating a car, was used as
the viewing reference. For a single frame of the sequence,
the model is reduced to 574k polygons (in average), which
means a factor of 3.3%. This result shows the capability of
our method for dealing with simplification in huge procedu-
ral urban models. An advantage of our system for dealing
with these kind of models is that only the resulting relevant
geometry is generated.

An important aspect of LoD techniques is the transition
between consecutive LoDs. Our system produces continu-
ous transition for every asset and can be smoothly integrated
with any continuous LoD technique, but we used discrete
increments to use the cache. The user is completely free to
use a floating-point reduction value, but this would preclude
the use of the cache and would increase computation times.
We avoid gaps between the assets by using a simplification
algorithm that preserves asset boundaries [GH97].

We compared our technique with both the hierarchical
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Figure 8: LoD system applied to the full Hotel model. From left to right: full model, screen-size with the point-view in front of
the right facade, semantic-distance LoD with the Focus set on the door and semantic-distance combined with screen-size. Note
that the visual similarity aspect of the building is maintained comparing to the full model, while the geometry used is reduced
drastically. The insets display the wireframe models.

LoD technique by Luebke and Erikson [LE97], and with
a standard LoD that computes the whole structure from
scratch. By using the cache system described in 5.1, our sys-
tem has only to choose the right asset LoD to instantiate,
without any further computations. This makes its speed com-
parable to hierarchical LoD, which also has a pre-computed
structure that only needs to be evaluated at every frame, and
much faster than computing the LoD from scratch at every
frame. The SeaView Hotel model took 8.84 seconds per pro-
cessed frame with a standard LoD, 0.51 seconds with the
mentioned hierarchical LoD and 0.48 seconds with our tech-
nique. However, we must not forget that in the case of the
hierarchical LoD, we should add a constant time of a few
seconds for initializing the hierarchy. Even that good pro-
cessing performance is achieved, it must be mentioned that
our system is not intended for real-time visualization.

Although our system is intended to work automatically,
we also need to perform some manual settings. The min-
imum keep percentage parameter used has to be manually
set, and a correct setting depends both on the complexity of
the model assets and the simplification criteria used. When
processing the model in our system, keep values computed
below this minimum are changed to reduce the geometry to
textures. Thus, a low value may cause excessive geometry
reduction that may not preserve the main shape of the asset.
However, this setting is done only once for each building and
criteria. For a more robust approach, a more accurate engine
simplification that verifies quality reduction could be used.
As we have already mentioned, the system is independent of
the polygon reduction method. However, if the reduced as-
sets have textures and they are observed at short distances,
there might be some texturing artifacts for large simplifica-
tion levels. Although we have not noticed any problem in
our experiments because the reduction increases with dis-
tance to the observe, for close views of the simplified assets
a texture-preserving LoD algorithm should be used, like the
one by Coll and Paradinas [CP10].

Our Focus locator is based on a valid semantic combina-
tion. Thus, for the correct processing of our system, tags are
supposed to be correctly defined by the artist. For setting the
LoD configuration, the designer has a visual interface where
the semantic tags can be displayed and selected. A deficient
tag naming selection may difficult the semantic selection.

7. Future Work

Although we think our technique is quite flexible for tra-
ditional needs, we still think that our LoD system can be
improved. One possible line of future research is the simpli-
fication of aggregate building structures, in the same way as
Anders [And05] did, but using the intrinsic nature of pro-
cedural modeling. This would allow the simplification of
entire blocks, reducing the polygon count for entire neigh-
borhoods. This is specially important for modeling appli-
cations demanding both visualization and simulation pro-
cesses, which often require modeling scenes at different
scales.

Also, future work includes a visual interface for the whole
system, and for locating the Focus command, where the user
would visually point at the desired assets and, simply by
clicking on the interface, would get focused geometry in-
dependently of the underlying ruleset. This is not a trivial
problem as the user selection may overlap the result of sev-
eral apparently independent rules, so this is a problem worth
further studying.
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Figure 9: Four frames of the urban model sequence.
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